An Independent commission is not appointed by greedy politicians whose pay is getting raised 150%! These are cronies. (How much do they get paid?) '94 was intentionally confusing. With a 'Kiss the frog title that had 'ethics' in it, this is a backhand blow to the voters. Where are these millions of $ going to be cut from? Voters got a 10% tax break, but these glad-handers got a 150% increase. You should hang your heads in shame!!
Dear Independent Citizens Commission,

Unbelievable!

It's pretty hard on the sheep to get fleeced this hard in the winter. 10 hours a month does not a full time job make. This was a purely corporate-republican setup.

Shame Shame Shame

Sincerely, a N.W.A.R. Voter
FW: Independent Citizens Commission [#39]

 Raises and/or reimbursement should not be greater than what regular state employees receive. State employees receive mileage reimbursement of 42 cents per mile, not the federal rate. State employees have no means of earning salary increases other than an uncertain and minimal cost of living adjustment. Elected offici shouldn't expect better than they are willing to provide for the people who keep state government operating on daily basis.
FW: Independent Citizens Commission [#40]

Arkansas elected officials deserve the same compensation as other states that have similar characteristics. I trust the commission has done due diligence in recommending this pay.
FW: Independent Citizens Commission [#42]

I appreciate so much the work our elected officials do for the state of Arkansas. And they certainly deserve to be compensated at a rate that is comparable to those of officials from other states similar to Arkansas. I have t believe the commission has done their homework and have made fair recommendations.
FW: Independent Citizens Commission [#41]

HR1009 is well overdue with regards to improving the compensation of our legislators. Our state has been well below what other states similar to Arkansas have been paying.